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From
the Editor:
Lesley Long-Price
Welcome to SPECTRUM’s winter 2019 Newsletter!
We start with the Chief Executive’s update, it is unbelievable how much work we
have been involved with since the last newsletter. The Chief Executive then
presents an article called, ‘User-Led and Co-production in practice’, where he tells
us about helping organisations to involve Disabled People more.
Gerry Zarb presents a featured article on, ‘the future of ULO’s’, where he tells us
about an event held in London that brought together ULO’s representing a wide
range of user groups.
Our second featured article is introduced by Gerry Zarb for an unfinished article
from Mike Oliver who sadly died earlier this year about using acronyms.
Then we move onto the spotlight on SPECTRUM projects. Starting with an update
from Michael Grimmett, our Independent Living Team Leader.
Paula Pace updates us on SO:Linked the new name for our Community Navigator
project which started in October.
Sam Waddington, is a new member of staff who is our Hate Crime Co-ordinator.
Sam introduces himself to us and tells us about the Hate Crime project so far.
Then we move onto SPECTRUM’s subsidiaries, firstly Unity 12 where Jennie tells
us all about the work of our conferencing suite. Secondly Ross Runham tells us
about ’interesting times’ in our SPECTRUM Continuing Care subsidiary.
The Marxist tells us about a dream he had!
Then to end, there are two pages of pictures from our Annual General Meeting on
Saturday 26th October 2019.

Happy reading and seasons greetings!
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Chief
Executive’s update
Ian Loynes

Welcome to our Winter 2019 Newsletter, which, as usual
includes a variety of articles covering what SPECTRUM has
been up to over the Summer & Autumn, as well as our
own perspective on what has been going on around us.
And Oh yes, a decent dollop of controversy as well!
SPECTRUM has been active and ever changing (as
always!) - but given the fiasco’s around us with National
and Local Government insulting all of our intelligence,
seemingly on a daily basis, we have had a
productive period.
In fact, for SPECTRUM has been a lot of good news:

Fake News, Alternative Truths,
Misdirection and a breakdown
of trust between the people
and the State



Our Community Navigation Service has won
funding with a partnership bid under the SO:Linked
‘community solutions’ brand, enabling it to
continue for the next 3 years.



Tracey Osman has been officially confirmed as the
Registered Manager of our personalised Care
agency, SPECTRUM Continuing Care by the Care
Quality Commission. BREAKING NEWS: The CQC We have seen this locally with
has rated our service Good overall, receiving a
Social Care prepared to run
Good rating on all 5 measures.
rough-shod over Disabled
People’s (very few) inalienable
We have employed our first Southampton Hate
rights in the name of ’efficiency’
Crime Network Coordinator worker, supporting
savings.
the work of the Southampton Hate Crime Network.
Nationally, no matter what our
Read Sam Waddington’s article later in this
different opinions on the ‘B’
newsletter to find out more.
word, we see our politicians
We have a new employee, Rang Chea-Waters to
and Government prepared to
enable our Payroll and Managed Budgets service lie and cheat the people - No
to expand to meet growing demand.
Green Paper on Social Care No
hope. No care. No shame.
We have joined a small scale pilot to test if we can
SPECTRUM will never run
develop a more creative and cost effective Support
scared in our quest to fight
Planning & Brokerage service than Care
injustice and achieving equality
Managers are able to. Of course we can!
for all Disabled People.






As I commented on in our last
newsletter, we appear to have
entered a political time, both
locally and Nationally where
state institutions are prepared
to lie to the people & break the
law to achieve their own aims.
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Chief
Executive’s update
Continued
In other news, we have been active in the following areas as well:



We are continuing to challenge Southampton City
Council on the legality, morality and affordability of its
recently introduced Adult Social Care Charging Policy,
with 700 Disabled People and Carers adversely
affected, with some seeing their charges more than
tripled overnight. We have formed an alliance with
Southampton’s Mencap, CAB and others to fight these
abhorrent changes and at the same time, work with
users to minimise the impact to their lives as much as
possible. If we are successful with this
challenge, it will be nationally important.



Hate Crime: We recently appeared on Unity
101 FM’s Community Radio Station with The
Police’s Ahmed Sasso, to talk about the impact
of our Hate Crime work in Southampton.
National Hate Crime Awareness week in
October was a roaring success, updating our
existing Hate Crime Reporting phone App.



Wheelchair Services: We have been working with Hampshire Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCG’s) to ensure that wheelchair users are fully
involved with what this service looks like from 2020 when it is recommissioned. The wheelchair service is one area which we very commonly
receive complaints about from wheelchair users (indeed it is a national issue).
We are hoping to continue to be involved as this proceeds to the point where a
new service provider is appointed. We are also trying to ensure that wheelchair
users are part of the monitoring process afterwards as well.

SPECTRUM has always seen the value in networking and learning
from groups of Disabled People from other parts of the UK, and
internationally as well. This September we welcomed a delegation of
Disabled People from Japan to share experiences, and learn about the
differences in how Disabled People in our different countries are
enabled to live independently. In fact we have a particular affinity with
Japan, all triggered by a visit to SPECTRUM in 2006 by Asami.
As Asami would say: このニュースレターをお楽しみください
(Enjoy the newsletter!)

Asami
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User-Led & Co-Production In Practice
By Ian Loynes
SPECTRUM has always been a User-Led Organisation (and we don’t just wear
that label for marketing reasons as many do - being user-led is culturally a
fundamental method for how we work). It is our experience that all services work
better if they are designed, commissioned, delivered and monitored by the people
who use them. For this reason it is Disabled People who manage SPECTRUM,
deliver SPECTRUM’s services and Govern how we work.
Increasingly, we are being asked to use that expertise and experience to help Local
Council’s, Companies and even Governments to work better - making sure that
services, policies and laws are designed by the people, for the people.
In this article I provide a series of examples of what
we are doing to help organisations to involve
Disabled People more:
Hampshire PEP (Personalisation Expert Panel)
SPECTRUM has worked for over 10 years with
Hampshire County Council’s Adult Social Care
department to work with people who use social care
services to help make sure these services meet the
needs of the people who actually use them.

The PEP in Action

The PEP comprises of up to 16 users and carers to
help identify where cost efficiencies can be made and
to ensure that, where cuts do have to be made, they
impact on users and carers as little as possible.
Southampton Direct Payments Joint Task Force
For many years, Southampton has found it difficult to encourage more Disabled
People to use Direct Payments. Disabled People who use Direct Payments know
better than anyone what works well and what does not. During 2018 and 2019 we
have worked with a range of stakeholders to ensure that these experiences are
listened to, for the first time, to shape how that service is developed in the future.
We have just presented our report to the powers that be, and keenly hope that they
will implement our recommendations.
Southampton Clinical Commissioning Group’s Consult & Challenge (C&C)
Back in 2010 we initiated a project called Consult and Challenge which aimed to
replicate the work we have done with the Hampshire PEP in Southampton. Whilst
the project received very little political take up within the Southampton City Council,
we are delighted that Southampton City Clinical Commissioning Group has seen
the value of how service users can improve the cost efficiency of how the NHS
works. In 2019 C&C is still going strong and is a highly valued part of how the CCG
works.
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User-Led & Co-Production in Practice
Continued
Independent Living Strategy Group
Meeting in the House Of Lords, the ILSG is a broad
church of Disabled People, Disabled People’s
Organisations and other organisations which support
Disabled People to live independently. The ILSG meets
bi-monthly to ensure that Governmental legislation and
policy is informed by the unique experiences and
expertise that Disabled People have. We work together
to try and ensure that Government is held to account in
respect of the principles of Independent Living. The
ILSG is Chaired by Baroness Jane Campbell of
Surbiton.

ILSG in the House of Lords

Utilita Energy
Utilita Energy is a provider of energy - gas and electric, specialising in supplying
cheaper energy than the ’Big 6’ in the Pre-Payment market. Customers can monitor
their energy usage, and top-up their pre-paid balance electronically with a ‘smart
meter’.
We have been working with Utilita for several years to
help the company to be as assessable to Disabled
People as possible. This includes how their smart meter
works, and how their customer services are able to
meet the needs of Disabled People. We have also
advised on how Utilita could move into providing
adaptive technology - that is making use of technology
to enable Disabled People to function better in their
own homes.

Is this New Smart Meter
Accessible?

We have organised Focus Groups with Disabled People
to help generate ideas, and to comment on how Utilita’s
existing smart technology could be improved. Utilita realise that the more they are
able to meet the needs of Disabled People, the more customers they can get, and
that helps their profitability!

Recently we have been working with Utilita to test a new smart meter which has been
specifically designed to be accessible.
SPECTRUM has an awful lot to offer businesses - the spending power of Disabled
People alone (called the Purple Pound!) is estimated in the UK to be worth £249
billion. No business can afford to turn down its share of that amount of money.
Indeed, we often remind businesses that, if their goods or services are not accessible
to Disabled People, then very often, not only the Disabled Person, but their family,
and their friends will find somewhere more accessible to spend their money instead.
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The Future of ULO’s
By Gerry Zarb
This year I represented SPECTRUM at an event on the
future of User-led Organisations organised by Lankelly
Chase (a funding foundation supporting groups who
struggle to access mainstream funding), Shaping Our Lives
and the National Survivor User Network (NSUN) - who are
two national Disabled People’s and Service User networks.
The event, held in London, brought together ULOs
representing a wide range of user groups, including Disabled People, Black and
Minority Ethnic groups, and Gypsies and travellers, and funding organisations.
The event was prompted by concerns about the loss of voice, knowledge, peer
support and advocacy linked to the disappearance of so many ULOs in recent
years, as well as concerns about the increasing difficulty ULOs face in securing the
funding they need to survive.
To illustrate the scale of the problem, in 2016-17 NSUN conducted a review of its
member groups and found that nearly 160 had closed, compared with only 20 at
the time of their last review. Three-quarters of the groups who had closed were
User Led Organisations. Similarly, Shaping Our Lives report having lost 124 ULOs
from their national network since 2016 - which represents a loss of 26 per cent of
ULOs in less than three years.
The challenges ULOs face
A number of challenges facing ULOs were discussed, including:



ULOs are often cut off from each other and have limited capacity to
participate in networks



Trusts and larger charities often work in conflict and competition with ULOs
and there continues to be a bias towards larger non-ULO organisations in
the distribution of funding



ULOs advocacy roles are often compromised by their relationships with
public sector bodies and this can result in their being punished (e.g.
withdrawal of funding) if they speak out against other organisations or
bodies
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The Future of ULO’s
Continued
Some of the potential solutions discussed included:



Partnership working between ULOs and funders - changing the power
relationship and learning from each other, plus greater ULO involvement in
setting funding priorities



Building capacity and resources - funding approaches that support capacity
building, with ring-fenced assets for ULOs, plus changes to funding application
processes



Encouraging larger organisations to support involvement of ULOs and Service
Users



Co-produced Standards on User Involvement - raising awareness of the
standards and principles of inclusive user involvement and promoting
adherence to user-led standards by funders and other organisations



Social change - shared objectives, promoting leadership and challenging
barriers; mentoring and mediation between ULOs and funders and other
bodies such as local government; recognition, support and investment in userled research; and, developing strategies for combating power imbalances

Where do we go from here?
While the event did provide a valuable opportunity for dialogue between ULOs and
funding organisations, the overall impact was both disappointing and a little alarming.
While it is understandable that ULOs at the event wanted to talk about the many
problems we currently face, discussion about possible solutions were almost
exclusively focused on what other bodies and organisations - funders, government,
local authorities, large charities etc - should do. There was very little discussion about
ULOs themselves might do to try to secure a more sustainable future.
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The Future of ULO’s
Continued
For example, there was a lot of discussion of the need for government, funders and
local authorities to recognise the value of ULOs. This is, of course, true. ULOs are a
very valuable and often under-valued resource. But, simply restating that without
thinking about what we can do to demonstrate the value of what we do seems like
wishful thinking. It's almost as if there is a belief among ULOs that our value is
simply self-evident, and requires no further discussion. But, while it may well be self
-evident to us, it clearly isn't to the people we need to convince. If it was, we
wouldn't be talking about the need for them to recognise the value of ULOs in the
first place.
Similarly, there was fair amount of discussion about the ways that charitable trusts
and foundations funding priorities are becoming more tightly focused, with an
accompanying shift towards more outcomes focused funding models. Again, while it
is true that this has made it more difficult to secure the kinds of funding that ULOs
have relied on in the past - particularly for core activities - it would have been more
useful to have seen more discussion about how ULOs can try to adapt to these
changes to increase the chances of securing funding that is available.
For example, many funding bodies now require applicants to consider how they
would provide evidence to support analysis of the Social Return on Investment
(SROI) as part of the funding package. This is a new and challenging area of
activity for most of us and it would have been of great practical benefit to have had
some discussion about how we can develop our knowledge in this area - but this
was not raised at all.
It was also surprising how little discussion there was about the subject of income
generation and the creative ways in which ULOs might be able to raise much
needed finance by selling their expertise and developing new services to meet
community needs. Innovation has always been one of the defining characteristics of
ULOs down the years so it is both surprising and disappointing that there was not
more discussion on this vitally important topic. Perhaps, it is a reflection of just how
dispiriting and draining the past 10 years have been, but it is disappointing all the
same.
More alarming still, when I tried to raise the issue myself and talk about some of the
ways SPECTRUM have been trying to open up new income streams, the reaction
from some of the other participants was actually fairly hostile. The notion of
competing for local authority and health service contracts through contract tender
processes proved to be a particular bone of contention, with some suggesting that
such "commercialisation" was both unethical and incompatible with the spirit of
ULOs. I did my best to defend SPECTRUMs reputation and pointed out that
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The Future of ULO’s
Continued
we never, ever join the 'race to the bottom' by trying to undercut other bidders and
only ever quote what we believe to be fair and realistic price. Also, that we only ever
bid for contracts that our compatible with our aims, mission and values.
Nevertheless, this did not cut much ice with some of the participants and the
arguments got a little heated.
That said, we do recognise that engaging in this kind of activity does raise important
issues and challenges that need to be thought through very carefully. Indeed, there
are a range of views about the issue even amongst staff and members within
SPECTRUM and it is a subject that has - and continues to - prompt much debate
internally. But, to simply dismiss the idea and close down discussion before it has
even started seems both short-sighted and self-defeating given how desperate the
financial situation is for so many ULOs.
It is also questionable whether some of the solutions suggested were either
practical or likely to provide any significant benefits.
For example, one of the suggestions proposed was that, because large charities
get the lion's share of funding, they should share this with ULOs - and without any
strings attached - in order to achieve greater equity. I would certainly agree with the
idea that ULOs should get more funding - and that we would use it more effectively.
But, what no-one seemed to want to consider was either how we could make that
happen or what possible incentive there could be for large charities to hand over
the cash. Indeed, as far as the large Disability Charities concerned, I can only see
disincentives given that Disabled People Organisations have for decades been
attacking them for a whole variety of perceived sins. Again, when I raised this point,
in the spirit of playing 'devil's advocate', I was met with a fairly negative response. It
is questionable, in any case, whether all ULOs would even want to form any kind of
partnership with large charities in their sectors - even with the carrot of some of
their cash. It's not something that would sit very comfortably with SPECTRUM at
any rate.
Clearly, the challenges facing ULOs are immense and any support we can get from
funders and other bodies would be very welcome. But, if we are to overcome these
challenges and secure a sustainable future then surely we need to be pro-active
and do everything we can to help ourselves. If we don't then the future could be
very bleak indeed.
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Sticks and stones but names are important
Introduction by Gerry Zarb, article by Mike Oliver (picture)
The following is an unfinished article written by
Mike Oliver shortly before he died earlier this
year. I was sent the article by the Editor of
Disability and Society, who asked whether I
would be willing to 'finish it off' before
publication. I honestly didn't feel able to do that
because, while I knew Mike very well, we'd
never spoken about this article so I have no
way of knowing what more he would have said.
And, even if I did, I'm not sure I would have been comfortable with the idea of trying
to represent the great man's words. So, we are publishing the article as Mike wrote
it in the SPECTRUM Newsletter instead.
Although it is unfinished, it's clear enough what Mike was saying - although I'm fairly
sure his comment about not knowing what BME stands for was meant to be ironic.
The serious point is that using acronyms that try to be all things to all people can
soon end up being self-defeating - and the more diversity involved, the more
convoluted the task becomes.
As Mike says, while language is of course extremely important, people don't usually
join or identify with a movement on the basis of the acronym it adopts. What it
stands for, the values it is built on, and what it aims to achieve are what really
count.
Mike Oliver
Recently I was watching the news on television when an item about the prime
minister’s commitment to end disadvantage came on. Various interviews were
carried out and an activist black woman said it would have no effect on BMEs. I had
to google (a shorthand way of saying ‘search the internet’) to find out who BMEs
were? It turns out that they are people from black and minority ethnic communities.
Now I was already having trouble with LGBTQs and its various combinations
(google it yourselves if you don’t know who it refers to?). I fully understand the need
to find terminology that is both inclusive and accurate but I’m not sure using such
shorthand devices is the way to go for minority activists seeking to bring about
change.
Of course what you are called is important both for forging your individual identity
as well as identifying with others. The late Muhammad Ali knew this when changing
his name. He did it not just to identify himself as a muslim but he was also rejecting
his ‘slave name’ by getting rid of the name Cassius Clay even though he had won
an Olympic gold medal under it.
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Sticks and stones but names are important
Continued

When we were building the disabled peoples’ movement in the 1970s and 80s I
would have found it very difficult to join a movement trying to create an inclusive
acronym. There were some groups who felt that the term disabled people didn’t
include them and in the early years we were dismissed as an organization of white
men in wheelchairs but trying to create an inclusive acronym wouldn’t have solved
the problem. In order to be fully inclusive our movement would have had to call
itself something like BPDPD(big)DPMHUPLDs.
Later there was a genuine debate about whether we should call ourselves disabled
people or people with disabilities. Our American comrades and many liberal
professionals over here preferred the latter but we stuck to our guns and disabled
people remained the preferred term.
Despite this there were some whom continued to call us people with disabilities.
The late Vic Finkelstein used to deal with this in his own unique way. We were at a
Government seminar one day and it became apparent that all the non-disabled
people in the room were using people with disabilities. Every time he spoke Vic
referred to them as people with abilities until, late in the afternoon an eminent
professor lost his temper and asked Vic why he was using such patronizing
terminology. Vic just laughed and said “Now you know how we feel”.
With the coming of the twittersphere and texting, brevity is obviously important but
naming and labelling ourselves in such ways, in my view, will not bring more people
into our movements nor give us the collective strength to bring about change.
Furthermore governments and the professions love to classify and control us
because it makes it easier to sow divisions within us and hence deny our legitimate
demands for policies aimed at ending discrimination and facilitating full inclusion. In
the case of disabled people why else would the World Health Organisation have
spent millions on its various classification systems which have had little success in
enabling our inclusion on a global scale.
Black used to be the collective term for what has now become BMEs and gay used
to be the same for LGBTQs and at that time I was proud to come out as a disabled
person. Pride was something Muhammad Ali knew about when he said “I gave
them back their slave name and chose a beautiful African one instead”. But would I
have been proud to identify with an acronym no matter how inclusive it attempted to
be?
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Independent Living Team—update
By Michael Grimmett

Well, reader first of all time does fly. It only seems
like yesterday I was filling you in with the latest
news from the Independent Living Team.
My time is very neatly tied up into thirds really.
Mostly, I’m supporting people with their Direct
Payments. A lot of enquiries / referrals have been
regarding the council’s poorly thought out (my own opinion) new policy
on contributions. I have every sympathy for every Disabled Person who
has been affected.
Julie (my Personal Assistant), myself and other colleagues within
SPECTRUM have been trying our best to provide people with all the
knowledge we have, which sometimes is not a lot more than what is
already out there.
We have been assisting people to complete their Disability Related
Expenditure (DRE) forms, even though it is not part of our contract and
the council put our numbers on the form for people to contact us for
assistance, without our prior knowledge – sneaky!
Around the 2nd September, I made a difficult decision not to take on any
new referrals in relation to DRE forms. This is purely due to time
restrictions and the other demands on the service/s we provide. I’m
recommending that people contact the Financial, Assessments and
Benefits (FAB) team and request their assistance. It is their job after all,
you can contact them by calling 02380 833003 and selecting option 1.
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Independent Living Team—update
Continued
SPECTRUM’s Payroll Service has reached a level where it is nearly sustainable
and the service was taking up a lot of my time. Which is a good thing! As a result,
SPECTRUM decided to employ somebody specifically to manage the Payroll
Service. Rang Chea-Waters was successfully recruited and is beginning to get
used to some of the systems that are in place, before she fully takes the project
over. This means that I can take a back step and focus on other projects within the
team.
This neatly leads me onto an exciting new pilot project that we have won at
SPECTRUM, support planning and brokerage. This is very exciting and although
I’m still learning a few new ropes, I’m really enjoying the challenge. So, I know you
are asking what is support planning and brokerage?
Disabled people tell us that they face a number of barriers in exercising choice and
control over their daily lives. This project aims to demonstrate how some of the
barriers within the traditional care management system can be addressed by userled support planning, i.e. having a Disabled Person providing real peer support with
social care planning. We will be monitoring the outcomes closely to demonstrate
how important this is.
As well as all of the above, we have also been helping people with Personal
Assistant (PA) recruitment. In the month of August, we assisted six people with PA
recruitment. In the month of August, we have been supporting eighteen people with
all kinds of Direct Payments / Independent Living enquiries.
That is it from me, I look forward to providing you with the next thrilling update.
Remember, if you have any Direct Payments or Payroll enquiries, please contact us
on 02380 202931.
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Community Navigator Team
By Paula Pace (picture), Ross Runham,Berni Vincent
& Emma Cook

The transition to our new service SO:Linked
happened in October. This will see us acting as
the ‘Central Hub’ and triaging referrals to the
appropriate navigation service; either Solent Mind
navigators specialising in mental health support,
the Alzheimer’s Society specialising in dementia
support, or SPECTRUM navigators (us!) who offer
generic navigation throughout Southampton.
Referrals seem to be becoming increasingly more complex in the team,
and funding cuts in Health and Social Care are resulting in more and
more service users being referred for community support in complex
circumstances, many experiencing a crisis. As such we now proving
more crisis intervention and dealing with an increase in safeguarding
concerns. We remain driven to support service users through these
difficult times despite these pressures however, so here is insight into
service users’ views of our service, which serves to remind us just what
can be achieved in the community:
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Community Navigator Team
Continued

Service user CSeptember 2019
‘I would describe myself as of personable character, but unable to function properly
due to impairment I find it extremely difficult to walk or stand; I have a withering left
arm and suffer agoraphobia.
I heard about Spectrum Cil from Solent Care.
I had help filling out the PIP forms, and a visit for both an ESA medical and a PIP
medical, so three visits in total.
My life has changed as I was awarded a higher rate of ESA and standard rate living
and enhanced rate mobility on PIP.
I would absolutely recommend you to any person that needs the type of help that
you provide. I couldn't have coped or functioned through these processes without
the help that you provided. I will forever be grateful.’
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Being the New Hate Crime Co-ordinator
By Sam Waddington

To be appointed as the first Southampton Hate Crime Network
Co-ordinator this June was a great personal honour. I am pleased to have the
responsibility of managing and developing Southampton’s work to tackle and raise
awareness of Hate Crime. With first hand experiences of Hate Crime (incidents
where individuals and groups are targeted just because of their identity), we at
SPECTRUM feel passionate about trying to stamp it out so I am proud to be at the
forefront. Sadly, there are individuals up and down the country being regularly
targeted just because of something like the colour of their skin or their sexual
orientation. That’s something we, in partnership with over 30 community and
statutory organisations across Southampton forming the city’s Hate Crime network,
are motivated and committed to changing.
Since I first started here as a volunteer in autumn 2018, I have seen some
important developments in the Hate Crime work. Training presentations have been
delivered to better inform new members of the network about Hate Crime, a leaflet
about how the network can help those affected by Hate Crime has been created
and all the members will soon have access to a guide that will help them to better
support victims. Most of the organisations involved in the network are Third Party
Hate Crime Reporting Centres (TPHCRCs), places other than the Police that any
Hate Crime victim or witness can go to and feel comfortable about seeking support
and advice following an incident. A reason why Hate Crime is under reported is
because people can be concerned about reporting their incidents to the Police,
usually in fear of losing their anonymity or not being taken seriously.

Sam is at the
front of the
picture
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Being the New Hate Crime Co-ordinator
Continued
An important goal whilst I am the network’s Co-ordinator is to make the existence of
TPHCRCs more widely known by the public here in Southampton. Then I am
confident we will see more people across the city coming forward about what has
happened to them. If victims know there are groups they can visit or contact that
specialise in supporting the types of people affected by Hate Crime, they are going
to be more likely to seek the help they require. A step in the right direction over the
next year will hopefully be developing and further promoting the Southampton Hate
Crime smart phone app, which makes it much easier and quicker for people to
inform reporting centres about incidents. We also want the reporting centres
themselves to be better prepared when they do need to give advice. With the under
reporting it means a number of the centres have had little, if any, practice in helping
Hate Crime victims. When the training pack I’ve been busy creating this year is
finally published, all organisations can follow the step by step reporting procedure
and feel confident about what to do if a victim contacts them.
Although the Southampton Hate Crime Network’s top priority has to be to offer
effective support to Hate Crime victims, there are many other things I am
determined for us to achieve. Educating young people so they can develop positive
attitudes about those who are different to themselves is hugely important. A main
reason people commit Hate Crime is because of a fear of people who are different.
So if we can go into schools or community centres and do workshops that
encourage positive mind-sets towards others, and therefore a zero-tolerance
attitude towards Hate Crime, this should be important in stamping it out. We want to
be one of the groups that helps make Hate Crime as socially unacceptable as
something like not wearing a seatbelt.
In my first paid role I am excited to see what can be achieved in terms of dealing
with Hate Crime. I still feel that not enough people appreciate the severity of Hate
Crime and the impact it has on an individuals, so there’s a lot of awareness that
needs to be raised. It was important for me when finding my first professional
position to be doing something that really makes a difference to the community.
After completing my journalism degree in May 2018, I was determined to use my
skills and knowledge for a good cause. If I was doing something that was striving to
improve the lives of others I felt I was inevitably going to be more interested.
Fortunately, there’s never a dull moment here at SPECTRUM and with the
Southampton Hate Crime Network! We are both always making great progress and
I am determined to help that continue.
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Unity 12
By Jennie Musson
The excitement never ends in the wonderful world of
Unity 12, especially since we now seem to be dealing
with more conference bookings than ever before - in
fact, right up to Christmas! We have another big event in November, worth almost
£1300, from a company called Teach First (you may remember they gave us a
£1000 booking in September). In fact, members and staff may be interested to
know that bookings for week commencing 25th (at time of writing) are likely to hit an
all-time record high of £2,200, or an annual equivalent of more than £105,000.
Exciting times indeed!
We are only sorry that major conference room events place such a demand on our
limited car-parking spaces. This means that we are obliged to go on bended knee
and ask if non-disabled colleagues can forego their guaranteed on-site car-park
spaces on individual days. This honestly has the valuable commercial effect of
being able to offer to our customers 'restricted' on-site/all-day car-park spaces,
rather than the ultra-negative 'no parking on site'.
There is also a cunning plan afoot to increase bike rack capacity (albeit only to five
spaces compared with a demand for nine) as more people appear to be going
green and cycling in to work.
Our volunteers Jean and James are helping out with conference room setups,
bookings, catering, and administration and recycling, which has been tremendously
helpful, especially in view of the increased conferencing activity.
Another addition to the Unity 12 team (albeit a non-breathing one!) is the new fridge
in the downstairs top-kitchen, necessitated by our old friend failing its PAT test.
Although the new member of the team is inanimate, it has been very much
welcomed by all. It wasn't until the new fridge was installed, that it was realised just
how unsteady on its feet ( or foot) was the old one.
The time is also fast approaching when the masses shun Regent Street to witness
the switching on of the mighty Unity 12 Christmas Twig in early December - truly a
sight to behold!
So, what with the bookings, new fridge and the advent of the Christmas Twig, there
is no end of festive excitement brewing here at Unity 12.
It just remains for us as always to give all our thanks to our intrepid volunteers - we
couldn't do it without you!
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SPECTRUM Continuing Care
By Ross Runham
Interesting Times
‘May you live in interesting times’ is said to be a translation of a
traditional Chinese curse. Seemingly a blessing, the expression
is used ironically, with the implication that uninteresting times of peace and
tranquillity are more life-enhancing than interesting ones, which usually include
disorder and conflict. Known as the Chinese Curse, the saying is apocryphal, and
no actual Chinese source has ever been produced. ©Wikipedia/Creative
Commons
Continuing Care has had a somewhat interesting year. There is a temptation to say
‘twas ever thus’ but this one feels a little more interesting than most. Tracey’s
extended leave due to her road traffic accident is now over. She’s back at work
and (forgive the automotive metaphor, boss) firing on all cylinders. She has
completed her application and is now the registered manager, a process that was
rudely interrupted by a BMW in October 2018. And so, the storm is over and here
we still are, a little windswept but in good spirits and fine fettle.
We were last inspected by the Care Quality Commission in February 2017 and so
had been expecting another visit from them for a while now. Sure enough, an
unannounced inspection occurred in August 2019. Our previous rating was ‘Good’
but we felt that given the somewhat turbulent last twelve months, we may drop to
‘Requires Improvement’. I am very pleased to say that the CQC showed excellent
judgement and once again rated us as ‘Good’.
With a team of 11 personal assistants, we are currently providing about 300 hours
of care a week. That’s an increase of 35% over this time last year, which, now I’ve
worked it out, sounds pretty good given our circumstances. How that translates to
our bottom line remains to be seen. We’re always looking at new work, but choose
to remain very selective.
The apocryphal Chinese Curse is actually one of a trilogy. “May you live in
interesting times. May you come to the attention of those in authority. May the
gods give you everything you ask for.” Let’s look forward to an uneventful year,
with not too much attention from god or authorities. Here’s to humdrum.
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It’s just a dream
By The Marxist

As I surfaced through the icy ink black sea I could clearly see the
three figures on the beach outlined by the moonlight. All was
silent apart from their laughing and joking in their posh educated
Oxford University Accents. Although I removed my fins silently,
the dropping of my weight belt into the sea resulted in all three of
them turning to face me. Oh no cried BJ look a hot totty wanting
to join our party, lets pour her another glass of champagne. it
was not until I removed the rotting seaweed from my matted hair
and let it fall about my face that they truly recognised the peril
they were in.
You fool Bozo cried the extremely posh one, Corbyn has
summoned up the Marxist Night Queen to reap revenge upon us,
this comment led me to scream with delight, showing the
length of my fangs and rotting teeth, slowly clad from neck to toe
in black rubber I walked out of the sea (not unlike Ursula Andress
in doctor No.)
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It’s just a dream

All three posh boys started to back away realising the peril they
were in. It was not until I started to walk towards BJ that they
turned to run. The sand appeared to turn into quicksand which
sucked at their feet only adding to their terror! Although they
reached the top of the sand dune BJ appeared to fall to my
great delight. Unfortunately he had found himself in a ditch
trying desperately to crawl out with his two useless accomplices
torn between running for their own lives or helping their
desperate friend. As the moonlight outlined my figure standing
above the ditch and the wind blew my hair away from my manic
depraved face I removed my diving knife strapped to my thigh,
and before dropping into the ditch where I heard BJ cry I didn't
mean it, I'm so sorry. Raising my knife above my head and
listening to the screams of this helpless victim only to realise it
was the sound of my alarm clock waking me up for work. It took
me a moment or two to realise that I was extremely hot and
bothered and for some reason was gripping an electric
toothbrush about to plunge into the pillow with my cowering
whimpering guide dog hiding in the corner.
It's just a dream Ian, just a dream
The Marxist
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Pictures from our AGM
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Pictures from our AGM
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